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No Accident
BUSINESS IS BENEFITING FROM ADVANCES IN BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE.

“And yet for all this help of head and brain
How happily instinctive we remain,
Our best guide upward further to the light,
Passionate preference such as love at sight.”
(Excerpt from “Accidentally on Purpose”, Robert Frost)

could be an observation of individual
level consumer decision-making. We

in behavioral science has given rise to
validated subconscious measurement

. It
could also serve well as an observation of a
1

feelings even in the face of well reasoned
argumentation.

innovators in business and researchers have

offer a more complete explanation of
the drivers of consumer behavior and in
future sales.

recent advances in measuring consumer
instinct are now providing executives and
managers with more precise forecasts of
future business. This is no accident. The

are putting these quantitative implicit

1

@SentientInsight on Twitter

•

www.sentientdecisionscience.com

•

Sentient on LinkedIn
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•
technique?
measurement techniques to cross the
chasm to broader adoption in market
insights managers and marketers need to
be answered regarding implicit research
techniques including:

• What insights can implicit research
techniques provide above and
• Should implicit techniques be
combined with traditional explicit
• What are the appropriate use cases
of implicit research techniques?

IN ESSENCE.

This papers draws on new knowledge coming out of
the Sentient Consumer Subconscious Research Lab
to provide a practical industry definition of implicit
research techniques, detail the best use cases for each
technique, and demonstrate how combining implicit and
explicit measures in a single model more accurately
forecasts consumer behavior.

Let’s start with the endgame…

@SentientInsight on Twitter

•

www.sentientdecisionscience.com

•

Sentient on LinkedIn
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Show Me the Science

Imagine the following scene from an
handle on how successful these products
CMO to be prepared to show data from

It’s the end of the quarter and the executive
committee is reviewing the sales numbers

the power of deriving insight on product
had forecast would sell the most and least.

marketplace sales.

BUYER
BUYER
PREDICTIONS
PREDICTIONS
BY PRODUCT
BY PRODUCT

SALES OF EACH PRODUCT

SALES OF EACH PRODUCT

r= .83
r= .83

SALES OF EACH PRODUCT

SALES OF EACH PRODUCT

r= .53
r= .53

CONSCIOUS
CONSCIOUS
MODEL
MODEL
PREDICTION
PREDICTION
BY PRODUCT
BY PRODUCT

H PRODUCT

H PRODUCT

r= .96
r= .96

@SentientInsight on Twitter
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Show Me the Science2

that this conscious preference measure is
in behavioral science have enabled us to

new products and combining that data with

SALES OF EACH PRODUCT

r= .83

SALES OF EACH PRODUCT

r= .53

losers long before we spend the resources

BUYER PREDICTIONS BY PRODUCT

CONSCIOUS MODEL
PREDICTION BY PRODUCT

SALES OF EACH PRODUCT

r= .96

models which combine subconscious
emotional data with conscious consumer

of the research forecasts with actual
in-market sales.
COMBINED CONSCIOUS & SUBCONSCIOUS
MODEL PREDICTIONS

of our new concept testing and product

r= .93

r= .92

companies are rushing to market with new
techniques claiming to tap the consumer

in-market sales.
FASHION STUDY 2: COMBINED
CONSCIOUS & SUBCONSCIOUS MODEL

r= .89

FASHION STUDY 3: COMBINED
CONSCIOUS & SUBCONSCIOUS MODEL

@SentientInsight on Twitter

•

www.sentientdecisionscience.com

•

FASHION STUDY 4: COMBINED
CONSCIOUS & SUBCONSCIOUS MODEL

Sentient on LinkedIn
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Show Me the Science2

COMBINED CONSCIOUS & SUBCONSCIOUS
MODEL PREDICTIONS

r= .93

FASHION STUDY 2: COMBINED
CONSCIOUS & SUBCONSCIOUS MODEL

r= .92

FASHION STUDY 3: COMBINED
CONSCIOUS & SUBCONSCIOUS MODEL

The CEO begins to look concerned.
1

r= .89

FASHION STUDY 4: COMBINED
CONSCIOUS & SUBCONSCIOUS MODEL

consumer behavior. From a financial

LIMITS IN THEIR MOTIVATION
This could be lack of motivation to answer honestly

to self-presentation
or motivation
to
induethis
space and concerns,
we’re using
scientific
take the question as the researcher desires.

application as our most important selection

new model based on the latest popular

2 LIMITS IN THEIR OPPORTUNITY

For example, an explicit measurement tool may not
allow respondents to express their true degree of
feeling about an evaluated item.

3 LIMITS IN THEIR ABILITY
Including difficulty to articulate their thinking or
feeling into a reported response.

that our measures will be adding novel

4 LIMITS IN THEIR AWARENESS
Respondents may not be consciously aware of
their attitudes or drivers of their behavior.

Indirect

Research Technique

Unintentional

Degree of Control

Neuro (EEG,fMRI)

Extremely Weak

Bio (GSR, Heart-rate)

Extremely Weak

that science and couples it with business

Affective Priming

Very Weak

from the research will provide us with

Implicit Association Test

Weak

Discrete Choice Measures

Strong

Timed Discrete Choice Measurse

Strong

Timed Judgements of Associations

Strong

Timed Judgements
of Associations
@SentientInsight
on Twitter
within Restricted Response

Is it Implicit?

•

www.sentientdecisionscience.com

•

Sentient on LinkedIn

Moderate
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1

LIMITS IN THEIR MOTIVATION
This could be lack of motivation to answer honestly
due to self-presentation concerns, or motivation to
take the question as the researcher desires.

SALES OF EACH PRODUCT

r= .96

Is It Implicit?

2 LIMITS IN THEIR OPPORTUNITY
For example, an explicit measurement tool may not
allow respondents to express their true degree of
feeling about an evaluated item.

3 LIMITS IN THEIR ABILITY

what does the science tell us qualifies
COMBINED CONSCIOUS & SUBCONSCIOUS
MODEL PREDICTIONS

Including difficulty to articulate their thinking or
feeling into a reported response.

4 LIMITS IN THEIR AWARENESS
Respondents may not be consciously aware of
their attitudes or drivers of their behavior.

r= .93
business.

r= .92

r= .89

Indirect
Researchet
Technique
Nosek
al. argue that implicit research
techniques
are able to account for each of
Neuro (EEG,fMRI)
3
.

Unintentiona

Bio (GSR, Heart-rate)

ofAffective
implicitPriming
techniques as those that are NOT
implicit research techniques are able to
unearth different insights than traditional
Implicit Association.Test
FASHION STUDY 2: COMBINED
FASHION STUDY 3: COMBINED
FASHION STUDY 4: COMBINED
measures.
The authors provide evidence
CONSCIOUS & SUBCONSCIOUS MODEL
CONSCIOUS & SUBCONSCIOUS MODEL
CONSCIOUS & SUBCONSCIOUS MODEL
Discrete Choice Measures
that insights from explicit techniques are
with
useful
criteria
for
evaluating whether
Timed
Discrete
Choice
Measurse

limits.

Timed Judgements of Associations

1

is important to note that even within the
implicit
literatureof Associations
authors are making
Timed Judgements

LIMITS IN THEIR MOTIVATION
This could be lack of motivation to answer honestly
due to self-presentation concerns, or motivation to
take the question as the researcher desires.

within Restricted Response
Time Windows

2 LIMITS IN THEIR OPPORTUNITY
For example, an explicit measurement tool may not
allow respondents to express their true degree of
feeling about an evaluated item.
Brand
3 LIMITS IN THEIR ABILITY
Including difficulty to articulate their thinking or
feeling into a reported response.

3

Respondents may not be consciously aware of
their attitudes or drivers of their behavior.

measurement method can.

C

Implicit Associations
(e.g. Sentient PrimeTM)

Neuromeasures
(fMRI, EEG)
Indirect

Research Technique

Unintentional

Degree of Control

Neuro (EEG,fMRI)
@SentientInsight on Twitter

Package

Biomeasures (SCR,
Heart Rate, Respiration)

4 LIMITS IN THEIR AWARENESS

Bio (GSR, Heart-rate)

Product

Is it Implicit?

Extremely Weak
•

www.sentientdecisionscience.com

•

Sentient on LinkedIn

Extremely Weak
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FASHION STUDY 2: COMBINED
CONSCIOUS & SUBCONSCIOUS MODEL

FASHION STUDY 3: COMBINED
CONSCIOUS & SUBCONSCIOUS MODEL

FASHION STUDY 4: COMBINED
CONSCIOUS & SUBCONSCIOUS MODEL

of the term. The same is true for some of
the better known behavioral response
5

1

LIMITS IN THEIR MOTIVATION
This could be lack of motivation to answer honestly
due to self-presentation concerns, or motivation to
take the question as the researcher desires.

“the available evidence does not allow for the strong conclusion that IAT
2 LIMITS IN THEIR OPPORTUNITY
For example, an explicit measurement tool may not

avoid
alter the
expression
of theof to-be-measured attribute. Nevertheless, it
allowor
respondents
to express
their true degree
feeling about an evaluated item.

3 LIMITS IN THEIR ABILITY
most
traditional (questionnaire) measures.”
Including difficulty to articulate their thinking or
feeling into a reported response.
THEIR AWARENESS
capturing
implicit
insight. If we create a simple table and evaluate techniques along the
4 LIMITS IN
Respondents may not be consciously aware of
their attitudes or drivers of their behavior.

implicitness of a measure.

Indirect

Research Technique

Unintentional

Degree of Control

Neuro (EEG,fMRI)

Extremely Weak

Bio (GSR, Heart-rate)

Extremely Weak

Affective Priming

Is it Implicit?

Very Weak

Implicit Association Test

Weak

Discrete Choice Measures

Strong

Timed Discrete Choice Measurse

Strong

Timed Judgements of Associations

Strong

Timed Judgements of Associations
within Restricted Response
Time Windows

Moderate

5

Brand

Product

Package

Concept

Ad Diagnostics

Ad Impact

Chapter 5 gives more detailed descriptions and best use cases of several implicit research techniques.
Implicit Associations
(e.g. Sentient PrimeTM)
@SentientInsight on Twitter

•

www.sentientdecisionscience.com

•

Sentient on LinkedIn
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insight that
studies are great indirect measures that

items being evaluated and therefore do not
measures are providing researchers with
insights into drivers of behavior that explicit
measures are not. Consistent evidence in
the behavioral science literature also shows
that implicit measures are accounting
for different variance in the behavior of

new-to-market

Insights managers will want to ensure that
the measures are in fact implicit in order to
insights.

“…implicit measures are providing researchers with
insights into drivers of behavior that explicit measures are
not. This means that Insights managers will want to
ensure that the measures are in fact implicit in order to
maximize the opportunity for subconscious insights.”
TWEET THIS

@SentientInsight on Twitter

•

@SENTIENTINSIGHT

www.sentientdecisionscience.com

•

Sentient on LinkedIn
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Is Oatmeal an Emotional Choice?

the executive committee meeting showed
emotional measures for products in the
retail fashion space. We’re often asked if

decisions. The real answer is that our
subconscious is involved in every decision

the following questions:
1. Would derived conscious preference
measures of products correlate with
actual product sales data?
Would implicit emotional association
measures with products correlate
with actual product sales data?
3. Would combining the derived
conscious preference measures with
the implicit measures produce a more
each measure accounting for some
unique variance?

The following case study from
the Sentient Consumer Subconscious
Research lab, illustrates:
• the importance of having a truly implicit
measure of the subconscious in your
research studies and,

Sentient scientists designed the second
phase of the research to go even deeper in
distinguishing the relative value of implicit

question:
Are explicit emotional slider measures
derived preference to the same degree

• how to effectively combine implicit and
explicit data into a single, more predictive,
consumer behavior forecasting model.

@SentientInsight on Twitter

•

measures?

www.sentientdecisionscience.com

•

Sentient on LinkedIn
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The purpose of phase 1 of the research was

There were several new product skus
being introduced and there were questions
around how the skus would perform and
which products would capture market
share.

The results from both phases of the
research were telling. The addition of true
implicit emotional association measures is

of decision drivers that consumers are

In phase one we designed a choice based
to predict appears below. The circle
We used the data from the choice exercise
to derive the explicit preference for each
implicit emotional associations with each
product using Sentient PrimeTM implicit
over and we had made our predictions
of which products would be the most
data for each product in the following
quarter.

Q1 MAJOR US RETAILER $SALES

We found clear answers to
each of our research questions:
•

actual in-market sales data.
Continued on the following page...

@SentientInsight on Twitter

•

www.sentientdecisionscience.com

•

Sentient on LinkedIn
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•

tions were correlated with sales data
and were more accurate than derived

out more. When creating models of future

of these measures to forecast oatmeal
al measures.

better predictors than stated likelihood to

•

emotional measures and the derived
conscious preference measures do not
are accounting for different variance

remains: what other measures can be added
to a predictive model that will account for
As we
associations are explaining unique aspects

dollars of oatmeal purchasing in this
to be combined into a single predictive
algorithm. When we combine those
slow explicit emotional ratings using
of actual in-market sales. It is import-

measures?

r=.90, 80%

41%

51%

Conscious

Subconscious

(Derived from
Conjoint)

Associations
(“True Implicit“)

Q1 MAJOR US RETAILER $SALES

@SentientInsight on Twitter

•

www.sentientdecisionscience.com

•

Sentient on LinkedIn
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To answer these questions the second
phase of the research was conducted
using the same products and including the
additional conscious emotional evaluation

To assess the uniqueness of each measure
we ran correlations of each of the three
emotional measures with the derived

Sentient PrimeTM implicit

made in under one second and records the

• Explicit emotional slider rating scales

at all unique. We subtracted the calculated
r-square value from one hundred to
produce the percentage of variance in
each measure that is unique from derived
preference. The results were telling.

•
based on response latencies within

preference measures.
from derived preference measures.

Conscious
(Derived from Conjoint)

least somewhat unique from what

11%
UNIQUE

Conscious
(Derived from Conjoint)

15%
UNIQUE

(Explicit Sliders)

(“Fast Explicit”)

@SentientInsight on Twitter

•

www.sentientdecisionscience.com

•

Sentient on LinkedIn
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•

Conscious
(Derived from Conjoint)

derived preference measures. These
measures are far superior at
capturing unique elements of the

66%
UNIQUE
true implicit emotional association
measures to sales forecasting models
accounts for a much larger portion
of actual in-market sales.
(“True Implicit”)

@SentientInsight on Twitter

•

www.sentientdecisionscience.com

•

Sentient on LinkedIn
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Affective Priming

Very Weak

Implicit Association Test

Weak

Discrete Choice Measures

Strong

Timed Discrete Choice Measurse

Strong

Timed Judgements of Associations

Strong

Timed Judgements of Associations
within Restricted Response
Time Windows

Moderate

Brand

Product

Package

Concept

Ad Diagnostics

-

Ad Impact

Implicit Associations
(e.g. Sentient PrimeTM)
Biomeasures (SCR,
Heart Rate, Respiration)
Neuromeasures
(fMRI, EEG)

Implicit Associations
(e.g., Sentient PrimeTM, Implicit Association Test,
Affect Misattribution Procedure)

scalable and representative of all implicit

other advanced conscious assessment
techniques. Given that the data is
quantitative and measured at the individual

Implicit associations are exceptional at
measuring the subconscious processing of

more accurate prediction of what will

and subconscious predictive models are
holistic insight on the drivers of behavior.

@SentientInsight on Twitter

•

implicit technique to provide insight on
why
will be successful.

www.sentientdecisionscience.com

•

Sentient on LinkedIn
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Implicit association techniques reveal
the discrete emotional associations that
so managers can distinguish between
consumer feelings such as pride versus
excitement versus satisfaction. These
distinctions are critical for product and
brand positioning in the marketplace.

Implicit associations are good at measuring
the impact of advertising but are not as
strong as biometrics or neuro measures in
Implicit associations do not have the same
temporal resolution as biometrics and

measures should be combined with bio or
techniques provide insight on the cognitive
attribute associations that give rise to
deeper insight on how to evoke emotions in
consumers and drive marketplace behavior.

(e.g., skin conductance, heart rate and respiration)

to track emotional response in real-time
across the time course of an advertisement
representativeness issues. When designing
biometrics are great at measuring in-time
the impact of that response. For this
behavior.
The best application for biometrics is
media evaluation. The strength of

@SentientInsight on Twitter

•

holistic insights on the effectiveness of
media content.

www.sentientdecisionscience.com

•

Sentient on LinkedIn
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measures provide an assessment of the

distinguish well between different kinds of
emotions consumers are experiencing.

Neuro Measures
(e.g., EEG and fMRI)

implicit measures but are even more

that is far superior to implicit association

caution when designing an EEG or fMRI
the subcortical areas of the brain that are
There is a natural bias when viewing brain

have begun to close that gap between
possesses greater precision in measuring

nonrepresentative conscious research.

applied to advertising testing and other
media content evaluation. These measures

@SentientInsight on Twitter

•

for market research practice.

www.sentientdecisionscience.com

•

Sentient on LinkedIn
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Neuro measures are also well applied
for product and package testing to
provide insight on how these items are
being processed. Given the small sample

results with traditional quantitative
conscious measures. Running a concurrent

combined with implicit associations and
derived preference measures. Together
this combination can deliver momentas well as advertising impact insight.

on the unique advantages of each method.

EYE-TRACKING is a passive measure of

attention engagement of consumers while

on what stimuli are capturing attention

in which consumers are processing the

FACIAL CODING is the measurement
and coding of facial expressions to reveal
the emotional response of individuals
while processing content. This technique

expressions in response to content are
controllable if respondents are motivated

@SentientInsight on Twitter

•

spend their time looking and the order in

combined with implicit measures to provide
additional insight on what is producing
emotional responses in consumers.

www.sentientdecisionscience.com

•

Sentient on LinkedIn
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TO THE THINKER IN ALL OF US

We know we need accurate evidence to
support our arguments in business. We
know we need deeper explanations of the

As we get deeper with our scientific
approaches to understanding the drivers of

know that evidence based explanations
of behavior are most persuasive when

to tackle the issues of the subconscious. In

of behavior while providing the fodder for
wisdom on how instinct interacts with
reason to determine decisions.

The last step taken found your heft,
Decidedly upon the left.
One more would throw you on the right,
Another still—you see your plight.

Suppose you’ve no direction in you,
I don’t see but you must continue
To use the gift you do possess,
And sway with reason more or less.
…

You call this thinking, but it’s walking.
Not even that, it’s only rocking,
Or weaving like a stabled horse:
From force to matter and back to force,
From form to content and back to form,
From norm to crazy and back to norm,
From bound to free and back to bound,
From sound to sense and back to sound.

So if you find you must repent
From side to side in argument,
At least don’t use your mind too hard,
But trust my instinct – I’m a bard.

…
~Excerpts from “To a Thinker”, Robert Frost

@SentientInsight on Twitter

•

www.sentientdecisionscience.com

•

Sentient on LinkedIn
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